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Part 1 - Open to the Public ITEM NO. 

REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES & 
ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

TO THE WORKFORCE PANEL 

ON 

27th November 2018

TITLE: Employer Supported Volunteering Scheme

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

THAT the content of the Employer Supported Volunteering Scheme for Salford City 
Council be approved for implementation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Salford’s city wide commitment to volunteering as outlined in the Salford Volunteering 
Strategy demonstrates the importance and impact of volunteering. In light of the City 
Council’s commitment to create a better and fairer Salford with the Great 8, there has 
never been a more opportune time for us to utilise and build on the skills and 
expertise of the our workforce to make a real difference to the communities of 
Salford. 

Volunteering is not only a great way to help others in the community it is a great way 
to share and learn new skills and research also suggests a positive impact on the 
wellbeing and mental health of the volunteer. 

One way to further support the great volunteer work already happening within Salford 
and demonstrate our commitment to the Social Value Alliance 10% better campaign 
is to develop and Employer Supported Volunteer (ESV) Scheme for the City Council.  
The proposal for the scheme centres around ’24 Hours to Make a Difference’ to 
encourage a flexible, skills based approach to volunteering working in partnership 
with Salford CVS. 

The scheme has been co-developed with relevant stakeholders along with a plan for 
launch and implementation. 
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BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: Salford City Council – Employer Supported 
Volunteering Scheme. 

KEY DECISION: YES / NO

DETAILS:

Background

Launched in June, the Salford Volunteering Strategy demonstrates a city-wide 
commitment recognising the importance and impact of volunteering in Salford. It 
provides a framework of support for individual volunteers as well as organisations 
and groups working with volunteers across our city.

The strategy outlines why the role of volunteering in the city is more crucial than ever 
recognising the contribution volunteers currently make in the city, with approximately 
37,000 volunteers making 2.4 million interventions last year to the benefit of local 
citizens – all worth a £111.2 million contribution to the city’s economy (Salford State 
of the Voluntary Sector 2017 report, Sheffield Hallam University, commissioned by 
Salford CVS).

Over 56% of our workforce are Salford residents which gives us a unique opportunity 
as one of the main employers to contribute to increasing the number of volunteers in 
Salford by 5,000 by 2021.  

In addition, we have the Great eight priorities built on the vision of a better and fairer 
Salford for everyone.  Social value is at the heart of our vision and is the impetus for 
how we design and deliver our services and measure our outcomes. It is important all 
employees understand how their contribution builds social value through their team, 
objectives and service plans. However, there is also an opportunity to help raise 
awareness, understanding and opportunities to add social value and contribute to our 
priorities and vision through volunteering in Salford outside of any formal job role. 

Approach

Building on the Salford Volunteering Strategy, the member policy forum session and 
the previous CMT discussion paper around our commitment as an employer to 
support volunteering, a proposed Employer Supported Volunteering (ESV) scheme 
has been co-produced with the aim of meeting the following objectives:   

10% More 
Volunteers 

by 2021

Increased 
Employee 

Engagement

Social Value 
Alliance 

Campaign : 
10% Better

Being a Good 
Employer

Great Eight 
No. 8 : Social 

Value
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Connect to 
Community

Increased 
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Wellbeing

Improved 
attraction and 

retention
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Motivation 
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Building

Development 
Opportunities

More 
Partnership 

Working

Experiential 
Learning

Increased 
Employee 

Confidence

Increased 
Motivation

It was essential that any proposed scheme, launch and implementation plan was co-
produced with relevant stakeholders to ensure this will be fit for purpose. To date 
discussions and feedback have taken place with Elected Members Policy Forum, 
Salford 100 (employee engagement group), representatives from the CVS and the 
Salford Volunteering Strategy Group and Corporate Management Team

A Facilitated Approach

Our proposed employer supported volunteer scheme will work in partnership with 
Salford CVS. Salford CVS is a city-wide infrastructure organisation which represents 
voluntary, community and social enterprise (VCSE) organisations in Salford. They 
provide specialist information, advice, development support and opportunities for 
influence and collaboration within the VCSE sector. They work in partnership with 
Salford City Council in developing the city’s volunteering strategy. 

Salford CVS will work with us to provide an online portal and brokerage service to 
match employees with suitable volunteering opportunities. By working in 
collaboration with Salford CVS we are able to ensure that employees volunteer their 
time with suitable (VCSE) organisations that work within the city or for the benefit of 
Salford citizens. Our partnership with Salford CVS allows us to quality control the 
volunteering activity which is undertaken.

Guiding Principles 

The scheme supports employees to take time out of their normal working week to 
undertake volunteering activity within or for the benefit of Salford.

The guiding principles of the proposed scheme are that the employee takes full 
ownership and responsibility for the arrangements and suitability of the volunteering 
activity. Approval for time off remains at the discretion of the line manager and the 
scheme is clear that time taken to volunteer must not adversely affect the needs of 
the service which will always be the first priority. 

The administration of the scheme will be via an automated approval system on Your 
Zone. This system will record the time off and the activity. It will also require 
employees to report on impact and social value added by way of case studies and 
one page impact statements from their experience. 

It is both the line manager and the employees’ responsibility to ensure the outcomes, 
success and impact of the volunteer activity is captured.
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It is the responsibility of the employee to ensure the organisation they are 
volunteering for has all of the necessary policies, procedures and safe systems of 
work in place. Employees will volunteer at their own risk with no liability to Salford 
City Council or Salford CVS.

There will also be the opportunity for employees to volunteer for community activities 
which are organised and coordinated by Salford City Council, for example Digital 
Champions and Salford Volunteer Rangers. Time off for such activities will also 
supported by this scheme.  

Time off for duties associated with school governance, election duties, support at 
polling stations, trade union activities, Territorial Army Reservists and service in non 
regular armed forces are not covered by this scheme and are covered by other 
arrangements. 

Options for Time Off

Most public sector schemes allow employees to take a set number of days or hours 
off work to volunteer; two to three days appears to be the norm. 

Feedback from stakeholders suggests that flexibility around when the time off can be 
taken is essential in ensuring that the scheme has the biggest impact and meets the 
needs of all stakeholders.  The proposed scheme affords full flexibility around how 
the time off is taken by employees that is, in hours or in days.  Flexibility around how 
the time can be taken will encourage more skills-based, bro-bono volunteering where 
volunteers use their professional skills in a flexible way.  The ability to break down 
the time off into hours may also foster a more long-term commitment to volunteering.  
From a service delivery perspective it may also be easier to approve a request to 
release an employee for shorter periods of time rather than for half or full days. 

Three days equates to 21.6 hours and for branding and marketing purposes it is 
recommended that this is rounded up to “24 hours to make a difference”.

Launch and Implementation

 A Your Zone page will be created as a repository of information for employees 
and managers about the scheme and how it works. 

 A launch event will be planned in conjunction with Salford CVS.

 CMT to reference the launch of the scheme in their respective briefings to 
managers and employees.

 The scheme will be advertised to employees on the desktop and Your Zone 
carousel.

 Posters and flyers will be distributed across campuses.

 HR & OD colleagues will facilitate roll-out to line managers via briefings at 
Heads of Service meetings. 
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 The implementation of the scheme will be supported and evaluated by the 
ESV squad over a period of 12 months. The squad will act as a conduit 
between SCC and CVS to trouble shoot any user issues and will also provide 
support and advice to employees and line managers. The squad will monitor 
and evaluate the uptake and impact of the scheme. They will also work with 
Salford CVS to facilitate an ongoing communication plan. 

Evaluation and Impact

Quantitative data about volunteering activity to be recorded on and reported from the 
SAP system. The number of employees and hours committed to volunteering activity 
will be reported on a quarterly basis to ascertain the performance in relation to the 
10% more target of 300 day. Qualitative information will be captured and measured 
via case studies and impact statements from employees. Salford CVS are also able 
to provide some data on participation via their online portal.

Recommendations 

THAT the content of the Employee Supported Volunteering Scheme for Salford City 
Council be approved for implementation. 

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by:  Jeanette Williams, Solicitor, 0161 793 3121

There are no legal implications contained within the report. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Paul Hutchings, Strategic Finance 
Manager, 0161 793 2574

There are no finance implications contained within the report. 

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:  Catherine Sharples, Strategic HR and OD 
Manager
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Contained within the body of the report.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: 

CONTACT OFFICER:  Catherine Sharples, Strategic HR and OD Manager (ext 
8607)

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: 


